ATTACHMENTS

Safe, tough, productive
earth moving attachments.

ECH digging buckets fill easily with
excellent penetration. Dig buckets are
constructed out of hard wearing plate with
pre drilled sides holes for side cutters.
ECH has a vast range of GET available.

Sifting Buckets
Custom made sifting buckets offer various
gaps and tyne widths. The ECH design uses
high tensile material, with high open area
throughout the bucket profile for maximum
sorting capacity.

Tilt Buckets
This ECH bucket features a 45 degree tilt,
pre drilled cutting edge for optional BOCE,
hard wearing plate, and are easy to fill.

4 in 1 Buckets
The ECH XD next generation skid steer loader
and agricultural bucket range. Built with the
end user in mind, the ECH bucket is rigid with
wear resistance thicker skins, enhanced side
plates, and many other features. The ECH XD
range delivers a superior weight to strength
ratio, bigger payloads and more efficiency.

Stiff Arm
The ECH range of heavy duty stiff arm grabs, available in quick
release, are designed with a multiple position brackets for
adaptable movements.

Clean Up Buckets
Clean Up buckets to suit machines up to 120
tonne. The ECH bucket features a pre drilled
cutting edge for the option of a BOCE, utilises
hard wearing plate, has easy fill geometry and
the ability to nest digging buckets.

Rock & Extreme
Service Buckets
The ECH heavy duty buckets are the BEST
designed and built bucket available! Built to
customer specifications providing the right
tool for the right job. They are perfect for
extreme applications.

Hydraulic
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Safe, tough, productive ear

The ECH hydraulic grabs are ideal for demolition and recycling with
their powerful, robust design. Perfect for use with the ECH I-Tilt hitch
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Hydraulic
Concrete
Pulverizers

Arden fully hydraulic
and rotating multipurpose grabs are the
perfect attachment
for your demolition,
recycling, sorting or
loading requirements.

The Arden range of concrete
crushers for recycling uses and
concrete pulverizers for floors, walls,
panels, runways and rock, can be
built with rotating heads to provide
better accessibility.

Universal
Processor
Scrap Shears
Arden scrap shears cut metal by utilising fast flow hydraulics and the
parrot nose jaw design. It is one of the most powerful available.

Rippers
Range
Built to suit hydraulic
excavators up to
120 tonne, the
curved ripper
provides better
penetration and
longer life. Rakes
built to your design.

Open
Compaction
wheel
The unique patented pattern created
by offset pads gives a greater
footprint compared to traditional
compaction wheels and is ideal for
trenching applications.
The attachment comes with a direct
pin on to your machine with a bolt on
interchangeable pick-up assembly.
Australian Patent No: 2010202910.
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RIPPERS
& RAKES

Arden universal processors come
with a variety of interchangeable
head units on one body to
handle many jobs; with concrete
pulverisers, scrap shears,
concrete shears, tank shears and
rail cutters available.

Drum
Compaction
Wheel
Made for standard
compaction, the ECH drum
compaction wheel comes
in five sizes for machines
from three to 45 tonnes and
widths from 300mm – 900
mm. Other purpose built
sizes are available.

COMPACTION
WHEELS

Sorting
Grabs

DEMOLITION
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Wedgelock Hydraulic

Half Hitches

Less wear on attachments from the positive
lock in system.

Wedgelock system holds the bucket tight at
all times.

Individually constructed high tensile plate
for small excavators.

I-Tilt
I-Lock™ Coupler
I-Lock is the worlds first independently controlled secondary safety system
that ensures the attachment is secured to the quick coupler before the
primary locking device is engaged. The I-Lock™ safety knuckle stays
engaged until such time as the operator chooses to release it and safely
lowers and places the attachment in a secure position.

Head Brackets
The ECH head plate is specially designed
and milled for an accurate finish.
The brackets are individually built to
customer specifications.

Customised
Attachments
ECH inhouse engineering team can design and
build attachments to meet your requirements
and to suit your brand of equipment.

The Wedgelock I-Lock Tilt™
hitch is the ultimate in tilting
hitches. Featuring the unique
elliptic rotary actuator the
low profile design allows
the hitch to deliver more
breakout force and the
patented design incorporates
the instant and independent
safety locking mechanism.

Thumbs & Clamps
Thumbs & Clamps fitted to an excavator will
assist operators with the safe handling of
logs, branches, rocks or any other objects that
are not easily handled with a bucket.
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SPECIALTY
ATTACHMENTS

Wedgelock Mechanical

QUICK HITCHES

Safe, tough, productive
earth moving attachments.

